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Abstract  
As being a social system and a need for development, the neighborly police, is 

built on a strategy which focuses on increasing security awareness and spreading the 
concept of security between people, and supporting it with new values and a brand 
new definition, insisting on the neighborly work, in addition to strengthening the 
trust, understanding and corporation with the police and facing the under worldly 
practices with spontaneous behavior and inner contentment; flowing out of the 
principal which believes that the overall safety is everybody’s responsibility, and 
by everybody we mean the police alongside the society which is to make the 
individual understand that he is an essential part of this process, and that his part 
doesn’t end at reporting and giving his testimony but it goes way beyond than that, 
it even gets to the actual and effective participation in facing crime before it 
escalates because the citizen who has proper strong knowledge about this subject 
and linked to his moral values will generate a hostile reaction towards all willing to 
endanger his country’s safety, entity, culture and civilization… the success of the 
neighborly police counts on the corporation and solidarity between the official and 
civil authorities (powers) and also on giving a leading rule to all members of 
society. 
         That’s why; we’ll try in this article to shed light on the concept of the 
neighborly police as a project seeking awareness and protection, however, applying 
it and transforming it into a complete educational and cultural program is still out 
of reach and needs a lot of care and development… 
Key words: police, neighborly police, security awareness.              
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